Four Easy Steps to Connect to Your Gateway

1. Apply power to the light. If this is the first time you are powering the light up, the light will slowly dim up and dim down (breathe). The light will only breathe for the initial set up.

2. Apply power to the Gateway. Wait for red LED on the Gateway to flash (RF Indicator). Wait about one minute and press search on the Orphek app. (Note: There is no time limit to do the search once the RF indicator flashes.)

3. After the search is complete a message will appear indicating how many lights have been found. You can press OK at this time. (Note: After you press OK, please allow sufficient time for all lights to connect with the gateway. Repeated pressing of the search button may result in connection errors. It is only necessary to press search one time.)

4. When the light(s) stop breathing the connection process is complete. Your display should show connection complete. You can now press search again and the app will display your light(s). (Note: After the connection process is complete, some lights may remain on and others may be off. This is normal because the time on each PC card in the light is a random time. After you send a program to the light(s) your light(s) will be on the same time.)